
WAVEGUIDE SIMULATION OF NEOLITHIC CHINESEFLUTESPatriio de la Cuadra1, Tamara Smyth2, Chris Chafe3, Han Baoqiang4Center for Computer Researh in Musi and AoustisDepartment of Musi, Stanford UniversityStanford, California 94305-8180 USApdela1, tamara2, 3�rma.stanford.eduMusi Institute of China1 West Buidling, Xin Yuan LiBeiging 100027 P.R. Chinahundel�sina.om4AbstratAs an exploration in \musial arheology," our team is attempting to reate omputerized simulations ofinstruments up to 9,000 years old exavated at the Jiahu site, Henan Provine, of Central China. Thesevertial utes are from the hollow ulnae (wing bones) of the red-rowned rane. Some were disovered inplayable, albeit extremely fragile, ondition. A small number of reordings were made before onservationditated protetion from further handling. The reordings have permitted us to develop a waveguide digitalsimulation of the instruments mathing the sound as losely as possible by ear. Examples from two of thetwenty-�ve existing instruments are guiding the synthesis projet whih will soon \extrapolate" the soundof other utes in the olletion.The present paper addresses two questions in this quest. Is the model aurate enough so that new in-stanes an be made diretly from physial measurements? And, whih among the several model parametersare the most sensitive for an aurate timbre math?WAVEGUIDE MODELA ompanion paper [1℄ desribes some of the musiologial onsiderations in extending thepresent work to reate an ensemble of anient utes. Here we present the synthesis method andsome onsiderations when evaluating its quality.Our synthesis method ontinues development of the \lassi" one-dimensional model for utesynthesis. Originally proposed as a variant of the lumped-iruit waveguide instrument, it has beenapplied in several implementations. Two representative versions inlude, the Hanninen, Valimakiute [2℄ and the Synthesis Tool Kit (STK) ute [3℄. Simpl�ation to a one-dimensional (longitudi-nal) waveguide assumes negligible ontributions to the overall regime of osillation from modes inother dimensions.General approah.Our synthesis method has its theoretial roots in established explanations of musial osillators fromthe early 80's [4℄ and their representation as digital waveguides [5℄. A musial osillator, whether airolumn or strethed string, is separated into linear omponents (all-pass delay and �lter setions)and non-linear omponents (ative and passive) whih are oupled in a reirulating loop. Forexample, a larinet onsists of the bore (round trip delay, loop �lters, radiation �lter, et.) oupledto the reed (represented by a non-linear, reed-like, gating of inoming breath pressure, entrained bywave motion in the bore). Extensions to the general form have been explored for spei� instrumentfamilies.



Figure 1: One-dimensional ute model.Flute spei�s.The ute has two priniple delay setions. Like the other winds, pith is governed by air olumnlength. Flute exitation is an edge-tone type whih produes a swithing air jet. At the edge, aregion of interation of �nite width onfronts the inoming air ow with the osillating aoustipressure wave. This auses period-synhronous swithing of the air ow into and out of the bore. A\side branh" omprising a seond delay is added to the iruit and represents the distane traveledby the ow before reahing the edge. Figure 1 shows a blok diagram of the ute iruit.Exitation and noise.A variety of approahes whih model the swithing air jet have been desribed in the literatureinluding Verge's aero-aoustial model of the reorder [6℄. Ours uses the \lassi" sigmoid non-linearity [4℄, ertainly an over-simpli�ation of the physis, but still a mehanism that mimis thedynamis of the instrument and its tonal harateristis. The Verge model aounts for omplexuid dynamis at the air jet and is a more omplete representation of phenomena inluding vortexshedding. We approximate the same qualities of aperiodiity and period-synhronous noise shapingwith a one-dimensional method for \vortex noise" whih is analogous to haoti time-series [7℄. Thetype of noise reated in this way exhibits a range of aperiodiities with similar features to atualedge-tone osillators.Toneholes.The simplest waveguide wind instrument has no toneholes and adjusts pith by lengthening thebore. For toneholes, a new output is reated by tapping the pressure wave at an intermediate pointin the bore waveguide, while still allowing some amount of signal to travel to the open end and bak.Savone's larinet tonehole iruitry [8℄ has been adapted for the model. Its formulation permitsontinuous ontrol of tonehole width, e�etively representing a smooth transition from fully-opento fully-losed. In the olletion of Jiahu utes, the number varies between 5 and 8 toneholes.In ontrast to modern instruments, no register hole exists. To obtain overblown notes, we haveexplored possibilities of embouhure adjustment.Mouth avitiy implementation.



performane parameters �xed parametersbreath pressure orner-rounding (aka, loop) �lterembouhure delay radiation �lternon-linearity slope mouth resonanetonehole settings vortex noiseTable 1: Parameters a�eting timbre.We have inluded resonane of the mouth avity whih has been demonstrated to be signi�antfor timbre adjustment. Typially, a player is able to enhane the sounding pith by reinforing itwith an appropriate mouth shape, muh as singers do. A Helmholtz resonator has been used tomodel the mouth avity, as desribed in [9℄, using the resonator formulation desribed in [10℄. Itsaddition to the model is physially plausible: using the resonane avity in the path of the pressurewaves and adding the resonane of the mouth avity to the output signal.Soures of overblowing without register hole.Vertial utes an be overblown by speeding the inoming air and adjusting the angle of blowingrelative to the edge. A sensitive adjustment of breath pressure aompanies the tilting. In termsof the model, speed of the air equates to length of the jet delay and tilt equates to variations onthe shape and position of the non-linear funtion.TIMBRETable 1 lists parameters in the model that a�et timbre.Performane parameters.Muh as a bowed string has 3-dimensional timbral interation between bow fore, veloity andontat position, the ute model has timbral interaiton between breath pressure, speed and em-bouhure tilt. A given pith an be played with a variety of timbral qualities. Additionally, mouthavity resonane and ross-�ngerings (alternate tonehole arrangements for a given pith) ontributeto the resulting timbre.To maintain a given timbre from one pith to the next, slight embouhure adjustments arealso required. Within the model, it is a funtion of ompensating the ratio between the e�etivebore length and the embouhure delay. The non-linear exitation funtion has an adjustable slopeparameter whih a�ets brightness.Fixed model parameters.In designing the waveguide, it is neessary to hoose a method for frational delay interpolationbeause toneholes (and their pithes) do not orrespond to integer spatial sample positions in thewaveguide. The hoie of interpolation sheme for obtaining frational delay an a�et spetralquality of the instrument. The Lagrange interpolators we have applied an be adjusted to have aless severe e�et on the frequeny response by inreasing the order of the �lters. In general, theyontribute a lowpass e�et. Sine they are applied at several loations along the air olumn, thereis a umulative e�et whih we are presently working to determine. This e�et is in addition tothe low-pass �lter already inluded to model the losses in the bore.
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